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CHANGING SPACES
INSIGHTS GAINED FROM CREATING CONTEMPORARY OPEN
OFFICE CONCEPTS CAN BE APPLIED TO TODAY’S AIRPORT SPACES,
IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT FOR PASSENGERS
Everything today is subject to the changes
wrought by digitization and mobility.
Technology and megatrends set the pace of
everyday life, exerting a major influence on the
realms of work and leisure. It is easier for people
to adjust to this tempo when the spaces in which
they move are tailored to meet these new needs.
Flexibility, a high degree of functionality, and
open structures bring advantages to every area.
The ways in which design and architecture have
a lasting impact on human wellbeing,
concentration, and motivation are becoming
increasingly evident.
For three decades, Vitra has explored the
development and modulability of spaces in the
home, office and public settings, for the purpose
of evolving need-based interior designs in the
form of products and concepts. In early 2000
Vitra opened its Citizen Office testing area in
its office in Weil am Rhein, Germany, and has
continued to improve and refine its solutions
ever since. Room-in-a-room concepts and zoning
solutions are implemented and used in this test
field – an organically oriented spatial design
with open, freely usable areas.
The question is: how can a space be
choreographed to optimize and boost the wellbeing and motivation of employees, and in turn
the productivity of the company? The solution
is to depart from rigid structures and embrace
architectural layouts with free elements that
constantly adapt to the people who move within
them. This concept is becoming increasingly
applicable to many public spaces, including
airports. In these kinds of settings there are
various zones, such as cafeterias, breakout
areas, conference rooms and meeting islands,
that can be designed for specific purposes,
including for conversation and communication,
privacy and meet and retreat.
More people regard their work time and
travel time as part of their ‘living time’. As such,
many people have a growing desire to spend
this time in an environment that inspires them.
Like people who work in an office, travelers
and individuals in public spaces make use of the
diversified settings offered by a sophisticated,
well-conceived spatial concept. Vitra draws
on its experience and expertise gained from
developing micro-architectural solutions in large
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ABOVE: Gate and holdroom seating at
London Heathrow Airport Terminal 5
RIGHT: Meet and retreat areas at Truma’s
office in Germany

Fulfilling the demand
for an aesthetically
pleasing, high-quality
environment is
gaining in importance,
especially for airports
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interiors to create versatile islands for working
and relaxing in public spaces at airports.
Different ‘stations’ can be playfully adapted to
various needs, from touchdown seats, meeting
tables and stand-up tables, to sofa lounges
and acoustically and visually shielded cubicles
that enable travelers to concentrate on work
or communicate unhindered. It is also easy to
integrate cafés as well as repositionable silent
walls.

TOP: Vitra installed seating for the passenger lounge at
Pulkovo Airport in St Petersburg, Russia
ABOVE: Concentration cells in the Citizen Office testing
area at Vitra’s office in Weil am Rhein, Germany

Why micro-architecture?
Fulfilling the demand for an aesthetically
pleasing, high-quality environment is gaining in
importance, especially for airports. In recent

Breaking down the barriers
Toni Piskac, head of workplace consulting
and space planning at Vitra, explains how
megatrends like globalization and the
development of mobile technologies are
transforming our lives.
“The boundaries between our lives – at
home, at work and on the go – are dissolving.
We communicate with the entire world from
our kitchen tables, conduct a discussion with an
employee while relaxing on the sofa, and check
our e-mails at the airport. Because of this, our
expectations of interiors and furnishings are
changing. Purely functional features are being
augmented by emotional qualities. Planners
therefore face additional demands. The aim in
today’s offices is to create inspiring spaces that
are suited to the company’s identity and offer
further alternatives to rational workplaces.
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“In public locations
such as train stations and
airports, it is no longer
sufficient to simply install
rows of standardized
seating. Particularly
in settings like these,
operators – and
above all, users – have greater expectations.
They want installations that facilitate various
types of activities. Sheltered rest areas,
touchdown workspaces and conference islands
supplement classic waiting areas. Conventional
furniture has limitations with regard to such
functions. Solutions are offered by interior
furnishings and installations that structure
a space and create places for retreat and
privacy,” he concludes.

years, passive waiting has been supplanted by
in-transit activity. Micro-architectures provide a
means of turning a large space into a more
variable, flexible and organic structure.
Passengers want to shop, dine, relax, withdraw,
enjoy entertainment and communicate without
disturbance. Virtual communication in real time
changes how and where we organize and
perform our tasks. Information is accessible
everywhere, all the time and without
restrictions. This means that we can be more
flexible, communicative and productive – and
above all, more mobile. However, it also means
that places like airports, which are not conceived
as workspaces, must satisfy new requirements
and offer innovative options that encourage
passengers to take greater advantage of
shopping and catering services.

Challenges
How can large spaces in airports be attractively
choreographed? How do planners create
intimacy, comfort and relaxing oases that are
available to all passengers regardless of their
class of travel? How do we offer passengers the
greatest possible freedom to do whatever they
like? Where can they call home? Take care of
their baby? Work on a blog? Update their social
media site? Finish a presentation? These needs
must be met with corresponding spatial solutions
that provide attractive visual accents at the
same time. In this respect, our changing times
also present a chance to improve interactions
with passengers and customers. n
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With its furniture Vitra has been contributing to modern aviation for more than 50 years.
Projects extend from gate seating and lounge furniture to micro-architectural solutions for public spaces.
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